Some 50,000 years ago, our Neanderthal ancestors may have created the first artifacts--bone flutes--to help produce tonal music (Wilford, 1996) . About a decade ago, Rumelhart and McClelland (1986) first widely introduced a new set of computational tools--parallel distributed processing (PDP) models of human cognition--that could help us further understand the musical legacy of the past 50 millennia. Five years later, the first book on the musical uses of these new computational tools was published (Todd & Loy, 1991) , and now, after a similarly short period of time, we present the current volume with the hope of summarizing the latest work in this field.
anthropology. We now present a brief overview of the material covered in the four sections of this book, followed by an indication of what we could not yet include, and where we would like to see the field progress.
Pitch and tonality
Beginning the section on connectionist models of pitch and tonality, Ian Taylor and Mike Greenhough ask how we recognize musical pitches irrespective of the instrument that is playing them. The similarities between the timbres of different instruments make this a difficult pattern-matching problem that requires a mechanism capable of fine overtoneseries discrimination. Taylor and Greenhough use a supervised ARTMAP network model for this purpose. Supervised learning requires a specific training signal from the environment that is synchronized with the inputs being learned--in this case, a "teacher" of some sort, for example visual feedback, indicating "this note is from a trumpet" or "that's a marimba." But how this mapping or grounding between two such streams of information is achieved is as yet relatively unexplored. We still need to understand more about the cues used to derive the teaching signals when we learn to distinguish instruments or other sound sources.
This work leads naturally to questions about the relationship between pitch recognition and instrument recognition. Both exhibit forms of auditory perceptual invariance important to a listener. Recognizing an instrument irrespective of the pitch it is playing and recognizing a pitch irrespective of the instrument playing that pitch are perhaps complementary. Their relationship is an interesting area for further research, with strong links to speech perception and speaker identification.
Another form of perceptual/cognitive invariance is the ability to recognize tonal centre and pitch function. Here the invariance involved is the recognition of the coherence of a set of pitches and the function of each pitch within the set. Niall Griffith's model suggests that this process can be modelled partially as a mechanism that tracks the use made of pitches and intervals over time. Although the sets of pitches used in different keys overlap, their frequency of occurrence, and of the intervals between them, allow the context and function of pitches to be identified. The model is applied to fragments of Western music. In moving to embrace other, non-Western systems of tonality, models such as this one will encounter the largely unexplored relationships between tonality and other musical dimensions, such as rhythm and phrasing. The significance of these relationships has often been sidelined by forms of musical analysis that tend to emphasize the separation of tonal from rhythmic structure.
Pitch production is the flip side of pitch perception. Rounding out the section on pitch and tonality, Michael Casey discusses a model that maps a desired pitch to a violin string position that produces that pitch, using the clever connectionist techniques of forward modelling and distal teaching. Knowing how to produce a particular pitch is closely related to knowing what produced a particular pitch, and so this modelling approach can be applied to the problem of pitch-invariant instrument recognition as well, as Casey has explored in further work (see the general bibliography at the end of this volume).
Rhythm and meter
The process of rhythmic entrainment, when music listeners and performers keep in time by perceiving and following a "beat," is so natural to us that many people are often unaware that they are tapping or swaying along to a piece of music. Despite this apparent instinctive simplicity, though, the issues surrounding how a nervous system recognizes and produces rhythms are complex, and models of these phenomena must tackle difficult constraints such as real-time adjustment and response. Edward Large and John Kolen have modelled the process of rhythmic entrainment using an oscillatory integrate and fire connectionist unit that learns to adjust its oscillations to coincide with beats of varying periodicities in a rhythmic stream. This ability is a necessary skill for any musical accompanist, whether human or artificial, trying to synchronize with fellow performers. Melodic memory, structure, and completion Before we can begin to put perceived pitch and rhythm together into a heard melody, we must be able to track sequences of notes in the auditory environment and associate them temporally. The perceptual construction of separate successive sounds into coherent sequential streams is a problem of great interest in the broader field of auditory scene analysis (Bregman, 1990) . In a specifically musical context, pitch-streaming mechanisms allow us to distinguish between different voices and instruments in a piece, and between melody and (harmonic back-) ground. Stephen Grossberg's chapter describes a model of pitch streaming comprising a series of processes realized using adaptive resonance theory (ART). The model extracts pitches by assembling spectral components and then allocates each successive pitch to a stream through inter-stream competition. Priming and inhibition between layers ensure that subsequent inputs are allocated correctly. Grossberg discusses his model in relation to various auditory illusions and outlines its future development.
Pitch streaming is closely related to the question of how we hear the transitions between pitches. Robert Gjerdingen describes a model of the apparent continuity between successive discrete pitches, generalizing to auditory events the approach of Rudd and Grossberg's model of apparent motion in vision. The essential intuition in this model is that when a note is sounded its activation also affects similar "nearby" pitches. This neighbourhood of activation decays and shifts over time rather than disappearing suddenly. The activation of one pitch bridging to the next pitch thus forms a perception (or illusion?) of continuity. This model of musical apparent motion is also interesting because it relates the script of discrete notes specified on a score to a putative perceptual process. Issues involving such relationships have been discussed by Nicholas Cook (1994) , who argues that phrases rather than pitches are the atoms of our musical perception.
Of course, it is not sensible to deny an important musical role to individual notes--it is clear, for instance, that we can memorize melodies on a note-by-note basis. But how do we remember the order of pitches and durations in a melody so that we can later reproduce them correctly? Several different approaches to this problem are possible, and in this section we include the first of four chapters to tackle these issues (the other three being in the next section on compositional processes). Michael Page's chapter describes a model of how we learn a hierarchical reduction of pitch sequences. His SONNET model is an extension of Grossberg and Cohen's masking field paradigm. The architecture is an unsupervised mechanism that learns to aggregate a melody into a hierarchy of phrases. Its inputs are an invariant scale representation of pitch. Thus the events it deals with are simple tokens abstracted from any relationship to other musical descriptors (such as duration or intensity), making the problem of learning the order of these events all the more difficult. It will be interesting to see how models of this kind develop to accommodate rhythm, metrical accent, and dynamics, which may actually make the learning task easier.
The memorization of a sequence of notes allows us to reproduce what we have heard. What we think of these sequences is another matter. What constitutes a good melody preoccupies many people, from composers to consumers. One principle thought to be involved in aesthetic judgements of melody is that of how we view change: There should be enough change to maintain interest, but not so much that it breaks continuity. Bruce Katz describes a model of aesthetic judgements of melody that is based on measures of unity in diversity. These measures come, in Katz's model, from the activation dynamics of a competitive learning system classifying melodic sequences. This model predicts the observed prominence of stepwise movement in aesthetically pleasing melodies. Katz's chapter again draws our attention to the relationship between representation and process in musical behaviour, and the different ways that this relationship can be organized. It is interesting to compare the kinds of perceptual and categorical continuity being modelled here, using a representation of melody that embraces pitch, rhythm, and interval, with the form of perceptual continuity that emerges from the processes of Gjerdingen's model of apparent motion.
Composition
From the problem of short-term serial order involved in learning simple melodies, we proceed to the problem of creating long-term temporal structure in new musical compositions--something that (good) human composers are adept at, but which has so far eluded artificial systems. In considering this problem, Michael Mozer takes a very different approach to the representation of structure and order from that of Michael Page. Mozer's goal is to use temporal dependencies and phrase structure learned from a set of selected melodies in the composition of novel melodies. To do this, Mozer has developed a sequential memory embodied in a modified simple recurrent network (SRN) architecture called CONCERT. This architecture construes the learned phrase structure not as a hierarchy of chunks, but in terms of dependencies between states in the internal representation developed by the SRN over time. Mozer uses varying time delay constants over the SRN's context units to capture longer-term dependencies than are typically learned by recurrent network designs. The capacities of the network are computationally impressive, yet Mozer concludes that its compositions have some way to go before receiving popular acclaim. The main reason for this seems to be that the structures and relationships assumed to underlie the pleasing form of long musical sequences are very difficult to capture in terms of simple long-term temporal dependencies between notes.
Another compositional skill related to the memorization and production of melodies is a composer's ability to arrange a tune--that is, to compose an appropriate harmony for it. Using harmony to hold a piece of music together over a period of time requires, as in composition, that memorized musical structure and expectation can be referenced and accessed over a variety of time scales. Matthew Bellgard and C.P.Tsang describe how Boltzmann machines can be used to model the generation of choral harmonies as a process of contextual pattern completion. Boltzmann machines with overlapping perceptual domains can harmonize successive measures of a melody and thereby produce smooth harmonies over longer periods of time.
The ability to recognize that two melodies are similar, and the ability to produce similarsounding variations of a given piece are also central to composition and improvisation. Considering these abilities raises two issues: the usual question of how the structure of musical events is to be remembered, and a new puzzle of how to introduce novelty into new productions based upon what we have remembered. Edward Large, Caroline Palmer, and Jordan Pollack describe a mechanism based upon recursive auto-associative memory (RAAM) networks that identifies structurally important elements in musical passages. These are defined as the most stable and frequently occurring elements over a set of composed variations of the original passage. Creating a reduced representation of a sequence of events is dealt with here quite differently from the chunking in SONNET, or the sequential dependencies of CONCERT. In this case, the emphasis is on the selective encoding of significant elements.
Modelling how we remember and recall melodies or multi-voiced music is explored in this volume from a variety of perspectives: temporal dependencies (Mozer), chunking (Page), representation reduction (Large et al.), and pattern completion (Bellgard and Tsang). Each approach tackles a particular aspect of serial memory, reflecting the complexity of this concept. Comparison of these different approaches to the same problem--remembering the important aspects of a piece of music--indicates both how successful we can be in modelling specific aspects of musical representation and how far we are from providing a complete, unified account of musical memory that covers both veridical (note-by-note) and schematic (higher-level-structure) memory.
Having learned and remembered a piece of music, a composer can draw inspiration from it for compositions--but how? As we have seen, connectionist composition systems typically involve learning, and new compositions are based on musical ideas picked up from old melodic examples. The process of evolution is similarly adept at creating new ideas from old parts, and a few researchers have started to incorporate evolutionary methods into synthetic composition systems as well. Peter Todd and Gregory Werner review these efforts and propose ways in which learning and evolution can be combined to good effect in the composition of novel melodies. In the only non-musical chapter in the book, Shumeet Baluja, Dean Pomerleau, and Todd Jochem apply this union of learning and evolutionary methods to the task of creating interesting new visual images. First, they employ a neural network to learn the visual aesthetic preferences of a human user who rates a selection of images. Then, they allow that network to express its learned preferences in a process of interactive evolution, during which successive generations of images are created from the most-preferred images of the previous generation. After many generations of such selection and reproduction, images that the human user also finds interesting and pleasing are often produced.
Finally, Garrison Cottrell presents perhaps the most speculative piece in this volume, on a novel interface for musical performance. This interface uses a neural network to learn the mapping from musical intentions to appropriate sound output. While some work remains to be done on this system, its implications for the future of musical performance are profound.
Future directions?
What else lies ahead in the area of musical networks? The models presented here are all quite specific: In each, a mechanism is conceived to perform a particular transduction, memorization, extraction, production, or completion on a stream of musical information. One of the most important next steps must be to start building upwards, combining these individual blocks of understanding into models that capture the relationships between different aspects of musicality. We know that musical cognition involves these interrelations, but our understanding of what these relationships are, how they are encoded, and how they affect musical activity is still incomplete. Dynamic process models, embodied in artificial neural networks, provide powerful experimental paradigms in which such ideas can be tested.
In building models that operate across and between musical domains, we will have to confront the nature of the processes within each domain. Are these processes unique to each domain, or are there general mechanisms involved? For example, the representations and mechanisms thought to be appropriate to pitch and rhythm seem to be quite distinct. If this is so, what is it about their separate mechanisms and representations that facilitates their conjoint encoding and processing? Is melody grounded in rhythm, or vice versa? What is the evolutionary relationship between prosody, rhythm, and melody? Are the mechanisms that we think of as specifically designed to manipulate one form of representation applicable to other domains? To continue the pitch and rhythm example, isolated sounds, rhythmic events, and continuous streams are all points along a time line of increasing frequency. Can we speculate that the mechanisms that categorize pitch are similar to those that recognize metric and rhythmic structure, but with each set of mechanisms focused over a different temporal span? What would such mechanisms consist of? Again, we believe that connectionist models are a useful tool with which to explore these issues.
We also wish to see extended the range of musical domains that connectionist modellers (and others) explore. As just mentioned, we can imagine a single dimension of increasing temporal scale through pitch, to rhythm, to melody, and on to whole compositions. The models we present in this volume have addressed issues at many of the points on this scale, but other points remain largely uncharted.
Beginning with the shorter time scale, we hope to see more investigations of network models of musical signal processing, which have been rare so far (but see our bibliography for some related references). Given the great interest in networks for signal processing in other domains, from speech to time series, this lack in the musical realm is surprising. At this time scale in particular, neurologically plausible network models of the actual neuron-level information processing going on inside the brain are also much needed. A deeper understanding of neurological processes can only enrich our current psychological and functional models based on the observation of musical behaviour. While our conscious experience of music is synthetic, many of the neurological processes that facilitate it are localized (Wallin, 1991) . Models that are at present architecturally and functionally unified should therefore develop to accommodate architectural diversity.
At the intermediate time scales that most of our models already fall within, there are still some musical application areas of neural networks awaiting colonization. In particular, we envision connectionist systems for a variety of useful real-world musical applications. For instance, the pattern recognition and generalization abilities of neural networks make them desirable for adaptive performance interfaces, such as interactive real-time performance-gesture recognizers that can follow the movements of conductors or dancers. Music and sound databases could use neural network front-ends to allow adaptive, intelligent sound retrieval based on a user's rough input ("find me a song that goes something like this," or "give me the sound nearest to this *squawk*"). Compositional systems that can improvise and play along with a user in real-time would also be an attractive step ahead. And the ability of networks to map between different musical representations will allow for systems that can read visual music scores (for performance or digital encoding), and others that can "listen" to auditory input and segment it by instrument, pitch, or duration, on the way to creating an automatic score transcription.
Over longer time scales, we propose models of the social networks through which musical cultures develop. Given a population of music-learning and performing individuals, how can we understand the processes by which their cultural body of music (or collection of musical "memes" as Dawkins, 1976 , would describe it) grows and evolves over time? Here there are many issues concerning the relationship between the individual and the collective group, and the nature of the models that can (and should) be realized using connectionist materials. At what resolution do cultural learning and development take place, and at what resolution should we model them? Is it most useful to equate a network model with a whole society (with a "unit" in a network standing for an individual person, who receives musical input from other units representing other people), or with an individual (with a different network inside each individual's head, learning pieces of the culture and creating and communicating new pieces in turn)? Different models (and modellers) with different goals in mind should investigate these various possibilities.
Finally, over the longest time scales we need to consider evolution of a different sort: the evolution of the musical behaviour mechanisms themselves, and their relationship to other evolved capacities. How and why did psychological mechanisms for song production and song perception evolve? In different species, these musical abilities may have served different functions; in birds versus humans, for instance, were they for territory identification, courtship, or individual recognition? In humans, might song have evolved from pre-existing speech prosody mechanisms, or vice versa? What new representations arose to bring musical capacities under the control of our conscious attention and intention? What is music's relationship to our understanding and articulation of change and causation, perhaps the deepest link it has with language? Such questions about the original functions of the evolved abilities underlying our musical behaviour could have a profound impact on how we view and model that behaviour. While the papers by Todd and Werner and Baluja and colleagues give some hints as to how neural network models might help us investigate such questions, the techniques to be used in these explorations, and the questions themselves, need much further elaboration.
More immediately, we must also broaden our perspective, not only temporally, but also spatially, to consider music beyond our Western tradition. Computational musicology has taken so many analytical views from Western musical analysis and theory that we are grounded in a terminology that diminishes other possible arrangements between, for instance, rhythm and tonality. It seems worthwhile to ask what a computational cognitive musicology applicable to all cultures and embracing all aspects of music would look like, and how connectionist models can contribute to that research program. Understanding how so many musics can reside in the human mind must surely be as significant as understanding the processes associated with a single cultural manifestation. Part of the answer will come from making connections between the models we have developed so far. Understanding music does not lie in exploring any process or mechanism in isolation, but in fathoming the interplay between them, part of the game of sound and movement we seem to enjoy playing so frequently and enduringly. It is this challenge that we hope will be commenced in the next collection of musical connectionism.
Musical connectionist publications
The quantity and diversity of research into neural network modelling of music is increasing all the time. Not all of it gains as prominent dissemination as it deserves. To help alleviate the problem of isolated work in this area, we have compiled a list of publications applying neural network models to music that we hope is largely complete. We include this bibliography at the end of the book. Apologies to those that we are still unaware of. Thanks to Leigh Smith whose web page provided a number of late additions.
